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Abstract 
This research intends to set up a theory about style in architectural design from a cognitive 
point of view. It has been observed that the constant application of certain factors in a design 
process constitutes the formation of a style. Those factors include design constraints, search 
methods, goals, and the sequential order of applying them. Because of the constant application of 
these factors, constant cognitive phenomena appear and, consequently, produce constant forms 
by which a style is manifested. Thus, a style results from the operations of these factors and the 
interactions among them. The contents of the factors determine the expression of a style, which 
can be imitated and changed over time, whereas the quantities of the factors determine the degree 
of a style. Therefore, this theory provides explanations about the cause, the degree, the change, 
and the imitation of a style in design. 
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Introduction 
Studies of style have been approached from two directions: the means and the end. From 
the means point of view, a style is a mode by which designers' personal and professional 
preferences are expressed, and studies attempt to deliberate the mode of expression to mark 
styles (Torossian, 1937; Evans, 1982; Cleaver, 1985). From the end point of view, a style is a 
feature or a combination of features present in artifacts; scholars usually classify the features in 
products to differentiate styles (Newton, 1957; Finch, 1974; Scott, 1980; Smithies, 1981). 
Although most style researchers have taken on both directions, their efforts cannot provide clear 
explanations about the nature of style or the causes generating a style. In fact, design relates to 
the things that occur in the designer's mind. For an explicit elaboration of the phenomenon of 
style, including the causes and changes of style, one must focus on the ways designers process 
information. This requires methods of investigation different from the traditional approaches. 
The way designers process information can be referred to as design thinking. Studies on 
design thinking have included using retrospective and introspective methods to determine 
operations underlying design processes (Krauss & Myer, 1970; Darke, 1979), running controlled 
experiments to identify the representations and operators (Eastman, 1970; Akin, 1978; Eckersley, 
1988; Chan, 1989), exploring the cognitive behavior by developing cognitive models that best fit 
the experimental data (Akin, 1986; Chan, 1990), studying how reasoning occurs in the design 
process (Akin, 1993), and formulating a model to explain learning (Jansson et al., 1992). All 
these studies share a common ground, that being the territory of applying methods and principles 
developed in the field of cognitive science. The majority of these studies also applied the 
technique of protocol analysis for collecting information about mental processes. Although there 
are criticisms about the validity of protocol data (Rowe, 1987), it still is a good method for 
exploring what goes on in the designer's mind (Ericsson & Simon, 1984; Hayes, 1989; Chan, 
1992b). 
The purpose of the current study is to build up a cognitive theory about individual style in 
design. It is believed that style is reflected in design thinking and should be approached from a 
cognitive point of view. Methods utilized in this endeavor had gone through some long ranged 
formal procedures that include setting up operational definitions of style (Chan, 1994), 
developing hypotheses (Chan, 1992b), designing and conducting laboratory experiments for data 
collection and analyses (Chan, 1993), finding a cognitive model for mapping protocol data to 
capture the causes of a style generation, and finally, explaining the phenomenon of the degree, 
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the change, and the imitation of a style. These procedures and concept developments will be 
explained sequentially in what follows. 
 
Definition of individual style 
 
Individual style is operationally defined as any distinctive and recognizable mode of design 
that is repeatedly manipulated in the design process and, thus, generates certain common features 
across design products. This definition is built upon the concepts that style is the common 
features present in design works (Ackerman, 1963; Schapiro, 1961), that style is the personal 
choices exercised in performance (Gombrich, 1960; Simon, 1975; Akin, 1986), and that style is 
the search methods implemented in the design process (Simon, 1975). Reviews of the historical 
definitions of style have been provided in Chan (1992b). 
 
There are two groups of components involved in this style definition. One group is the 
common features present in the design products. Another group is the procedures and factors that 
repeatedly operated in the design processes. For the first component, a study using psychological 
experiments has verified that common features present in an architect's works are indeed used by 
viewers to categorize the architect's style (Chan, 1994). Because common features are a 
denominator for the judgment of a style, a style is said to be the function of the common features. 
 
The second component of the definition -- the repeated procedures and factors -- refer to 
certain elements that can be observed and recognized in a number of design processes executed 
by the same designer. These elements include executing some fixed sequences of procedures in 
solving a design problem, using the same set of design constraints, and utilizing certain 
geometric forms. A study of Frank Lloyd Wright's Prairie House Style showed that Wright 
repeatedly used the same methods of approaching design, which resulted in the repetition of 
some distinctive features. It also showed that the repetitive design procedures which are regarded 
as the elements not only correlated to but also caused the repetitive features (Chan, 1992a). 





In order to elaborate design thinking and design process, it is necessary to understand the 
cognitive mechanisms involved and the internal mental mechanisms that underlie cognitive 
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behavior. It also is crucial to develop cognitive models to express mental mechanisms in precise 
and rigorous terms, to demonstrate the sufficiency of a set of theoretical concepts, and to provide 
an explanation for observed human behavior. The mechanisms can be seen as a decomposition of 
the human mind into major components which consist of structures of short-term memory, long-
term memory, and processes of recognition, memory storage, and memory retrieval. 
 
In working on an architectural design, a designer can be seen as a system processing some 
design information that is retrieved from the knowledge base stored in memory, and design 
activities are executed by certain cognitive mechanisms (Chan, 1989, 1990). Figure 1 is a 
cognitive model in which a design problem solver (also called a generator and tester) accepts 
input from a certain set of finite elements. These elements, including design goals, constraints, 
and design units (spatial requirements specified by the design program), define a problem space 
(Newell & Simon, 1972). The design problem solver (generator and tester) works on certain 
well-defined subproblems, together with a control mechanism (performed by a perceptual test) 












  Knowledge base)
(Generate and test) (Search methods)
 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a cognitive model. 
 
The control mechanism of the perception system (perceptual test) perceives features in the 
external environment to determine the appropriate information to be retrieved from long-term 
memory. The retrieved information, including design units, design constraints, or goals to be 
worked on, will define a new problem space. Thus, the control mechanism, which makes an 
appropriate decision upon the problem situation, continuously modifies the finite elements in 
problem spaces with consequent changes. The modified problem space in which the specific set 
of finite elements is updated converts the ill-defined problem (Reitman, 1964) to a well-defined 
one. Therefore, a problem solver can manage the problem space (a well-defined subproblem) and 
solve the design problem sequentially. 
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Figure 1 also can be seen as the human cognition architecture of a design system in general. 
In this system, the generate and test, the goal plan, the constraint schemata (knowledge base), and 
the perceptual test are referred to as the cognitive mechanisms (Chan, 1989). Their contents -- 
design constraints in constraint schemata, goals in goal plans, and search methods in perceptual 
tests -- vary among individuals in the process of doing design, and thus are termed design-
process variables (Chan, 1992b). The operations of the design-process variables are presumed to 
be the sources generating some constant features that manifest an individual style. 
 
The factors generating a style 
 
A design process is treated as a process of solving problems via sequences of states in 
which design goals are achieved and forms are generated. There are several factors involved in 
the process that influence the form of the final products. These factors, regarded as attributes of 
the design-process variables, include personally preferred forms (embedded in the knowledge 
base), design constraints (represented by constraint schemata), choices of constraints (perceptual 
test), rules in design constraints (contents of constraint schemata), order of constraints (reflected 
by goal plan), goals (perceptual test), and presolution models (also embedded in the knowledge 
base). Detailed descriptions about each of these factors were provided in Chan (1989, 1990, 
1992b), and nine hypotheses were proposed to describe the causes of the formation of a style 
(Chan, 1992b).  
 
Table 1. Hypotheses for the causes of style formation. 
1. A set of personally preferred forms used in a design determines style. 
2. A set of personal constraints imposed for selecting partial solutions determines style. 
3. The choice of global constraints determines style. 
4. The common sets of global and local constraints applied in different designs determine style. 
5. The same set of rules in global or in local constraint schemata applied to different designs determines style. 
6. The priority order of global constraints, if there is any, determines style. 
7. The order of goals, which refers to the design procedures, determines style. 
8. The priority order of goals influences the priority order of constraints. 
9. The presolution models determine style and provide sources of idiosyncratic style.  
 
The nine hypotheses (see Table 1) were further tested by a laboratory experiment in which 
an experienced practicing architect produced eight designs (marked as sessions 1 to 8). The basic 
program (session 1) was to design a one-bedroom house for a young, single, male professor. The 
site was located in an urban area in Pittsburgh. The weather was cold in winter and hot in 
summer. The design issues included the cost limit, view requirement, and noise control. Five 
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design units -- living room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, and bathroom -- were essential and 
mandatory. Throughout the first six sessions in the experiment, only one design condition 
changed at a time (the site in session 2, the design units in session 3, the design constraints in 
session 4, the ownership in session 5, and the climate condition in session 6). In session 7, the 
design order was imposed, and in session 8, the entire program was changed to observe possible 
changes in the design process. The experiments were, thus, a repeated experiment, and protocol 
analysis  (Chan, 1990, 1993) was utilized as the method for data collection. 
 
In terms of results, the change of owner, the change of climate, and the imposition of design 
order in three sessions were not significant enough to cause the architect to generate new designs. 
The data on the change of design units in session 3 were unusable because of machine failure. 
But results from the remaining four sessions (sessions 1, 2, 4, and 8) showed that there was 
repetition of features among the products and that repeated design processes occurred. The 
repeated features are listed in Table 2. Some features had appeared in the design process but did 
not survive in the final products. 
 
Table 2. Features that reoccur in four designs. 
 
Horizontal board siding 
Grid pattern full-height window 
Double pitch roof 
Brick chimney 
 
Bed with walk-around closet in the back 
Sink in kitchen facing a window 
Corner windows 
Staircase around LR 
Entrance next to kitchen 
An enclosed inner court 































































* The asterisk indicates that the feature appeared in the design process at least once but did not survive in the final prod 
 
Traced from protocol data, six out of eight features were generated repeatedly by the same 
sets of factors as listed on the top of Table 3. For instance, a walk-around closet located on the 
back of the bed in the center of the bedroom (the first item in Table 3) was first created in session 
1 by utilizing a number of design rules. Then, the same set of rules was repeated verbally in 
session 2 to generate the same result. By session 8 it had become a presolution model, and the 
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architect simply applied the image directly into the solution without any verbalization. This 
demonstrates that the repetition of a factor (a design-process variable) will produce a repetition 
of a feature; therefore, the design-process variables are considered the major factors generating a 
style. 
 
Table 3. The repeated features and their generating factors. 
1. Walk-around closets. 
2. Centralized kitchen sink, window, and wall. 
3. Staircase around the living room. 
4. Entrance next to the kitchen. 
5. Corner windows. 
6. Symmetrical disposition. 
7. Horizontal board siding. 
8. Full-size grid pattern of windows. 
Constant factors that appear in design processes
1. Consistent design method. 
2. Consistent goal order. 
3. Consistent design constraints (light, context, view). 
4. Primitive shape.
Constant features that appear in products
Rule/presolution model  
Rule / presolution model  
 
View constraint  
Presolution mode  
 
Material (local constraints  
Presolution mode  
Generator and tester + perceptual tes  




Other repeated factors apparent in the design process included the same design methods, 
goal sequences, design constraints, and primitive shapes. These factors constitute the design-
process variables and are the functions of the mechanisms listed on the right-hand side of Table 
3. Because certain features are repeatedly generated by the design-process variables, which in 
turn are operated by certain mechanisms, it is considered that the mechanisms are the 
fundamental driving forces of a style. Details about the experimental results are discussed 
elsewhere (Chan, 1993). 
 
Analysis of the data suggests that the cognitive behavior of the participating architect in 
solving the design problems is goal oriented, and he also relies heavily on presolution models. A 
presolution model is a partial solution developed from experience. It has an image format and 
can be applied to new designs (Chan, in press). The architect's systematic approach to design 
showed a pattern that emerged on the four experimental sessions of designs. That pattern which 
is recognized as the architect's cognitive structure is modeled in Figure 2. 
 
The cognitive structure traced in Figure 2 indicates that the designer would first retrieve a 
goal from the goal plan in memory. Associated with each goal, there is a set of presolution 
models that can be applied to generate solutions. If the search for a presolution model fails, then 
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a set of design constraints will be instantiated for solution generation and testing. If there is no 
solution generated or the generated solution has been tested as a failure, another cycle of 
retrieving presolution models and constraints for solution generation and testing will be repeated. 
If the generated solution has been tested as acceptable or if no constraint schemata can be 
retrieved, then the perceptual test will take over the system to perceive the problem context and 
to determine if a subgoal should be developed. The perceptual test also perceives the solution 
context to decide if the goal has been accomplished. If the goal has been achieved, the perceptual 
test will retrieve the next goal from the goal plan. Otherwise, the perceptual test determines if the 




























Figure 2. The invariant cognitive structure evinced by the architect in the experiments. 
 
The formation of style 
 
Evidence leading to the rejection or acceptance of the nine hypotheses regarding style 
formation is summarized in Table 4. Detailed elaborations about each can be found in Chan 
(1993). For the purpose of discussing the relationships among factors and features that exist 
within the hypotheses, it is convenient to sort factors that influence the formation of features into 
two groups. The first group of factors generates features directly and immediately. For instance, 
at a late design stage, retrieving a presolution model from the memory and applying it 
instantaneously could immediately generate a feature on the final product. The second group of 
factors shows an indirect influence on the creation of features and they are termed indirect 
factors. These factors indirectly influence the generation of features, and thus indirectly affect the 
generation of a style. 
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Table 4. Summary of the tests of the hypotheses. 
H1: Personal preferences on forms 
H2: Constraints for selecting solutions 
H3: Choices of global constraints 
H4: Common sets of global and local constraints 
H5: Rules in constraint schemata 
H6: Order in which constraints appear 
H7: Order in which goals appear 
H8: Interaction of goal order and constraint order 
H9: Presolution models
True (direct factor) 
N/A 
N/A 
True (direct factor) 
True (direct factor, local > global) 
False 
True (indirect factor) 




The experimental results listed on Tables 2 and 3 show that a set of variables with the same 
set of attributes had been used by the architect in four design sessions and, thus, consequently 
generated a set of common features. Because the variables are derived and executed by cognitive 
mechanisms, a model explaining the operational relationships among the mechanisms, the 
variables, and the resulting forms is provided in Figure 3. This model indicates that the constant 
operations of the cognitive mechanisms (first box on the left) together with applying their 
constant contents (second box) will generate constant phenomena of repetition, choice, and 
search order, which are termed cognitive results (third box). For example, the repeated use of 
presolution models yield the aspect of form repetition. The decisions made in selecting certain 
design constraints and design rules from the knowledge base stored in memory reveal the 
phenomena of making design decisions and choices. The sequences of achieving goals expose 
the search method and order. These cognitive results collectively produce certain constant forms 
(fourth box) across designs by which a style is expressed and perceived. 
 
Design-process variables: 
 - Presolution 
 - Constraint 
 - Constraint rules 
 - Search method 
 - Goal order 
 - Goal
Constant phenomena: 
 - Repetition 
 
 - Selection/Decision 
 













Generator and tester 
  Perceptual-test 
  Goal plan
Operation
Figure 3. A diagram of the formation of style. 
 
One might ask, why do constant applications of design-process variables occur? One 
possible reason is that the limited contents of the mechanisms (the limited number of goals in the 
goal plan, the limited knowledge used from schemata), the finite capacity of the mechanisms (the 
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limited control strategy and search method), the personal preferences on certain design 
constraints, and the reliance on the usage of presolution models do not provide a greater degree 
of freedom in the problem space to allow flexibility. Therefore, under these circumstances, the 
aspect of design consistency emerges on the processes to generate some constant features. 
 
The degree of style 
 
An architect may have produced many designs throughout his or her design career. Some of 
the design products share similar features; some do not. Some products enjoy certain 
recognizable similarities over the designer's entire design life, whereas some do not. This relates 
to the concept of the extent or measure of the expressiveness of style which signifies the notion 
of the degree of style. A study using psychological experiments to explore the phenomenon of 
the differences between thirty buildings designed by Frank Lloyd Wright found that the degree of 
style is in proportion to the number of the common features present in products (Chan, 1994). In 
other words, more common features appearing in a design will clearly and firmly manifest a style 
than fewer common features. 
 
Because features are functions of design-process variables, the quantity and quality of 
variables apparent in a design process will determine the degree of a style. More variables 
applied will generate more constant features to express a stronger style. Also, greater application 
of direct factors will generate a stronger style than the application of indirect factors. This 
concept has been proven in a case study of Frank Lloyd Wright's design (Chan, 1992a). The 
study showed that Wright consistently used a large set of design constraints and design principles 
in his Prairie House Style (1901-1910), so his style had distinguishable features and was 
prominent. By contrast, Charles Moore's designs in the Sea Ranch period (1962-1970) were team 
efforts that involved fewer consistent design constraints and rules1, so that fewer constant 
features were produced. Moore's style, therefore, could be seen as a weak style. (The terms of 
strong and weak used here refer only to the quantitative measurement of the degree of style.) 
 
As mentioned earlier, some variables have direct influences on forms, whereas some do 
not. The degree of influence of variables on forms also will affect the degree of style. In Figure 4, 
variables from hypotheses are arranged in a linear scale representing their degree of influence on 
forms. In this scale, hypothesis 8 is excluded because it addresses the interaction between goals 
                                                 
1 Two personal interviews with Professor Charles Moore were conducted in Austin, Texas on November 15 and 16, 
1991 for the research purpose. These pieces of information were obtained from his personal conversations. 
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and global constraints instead of forms. Hypothesis 6 also is excluded because it has been tested 
to be false. Hypotheses 2 and 3 are included despite having no evidence in this experiment to 
prove their existence. Hypotheses 4 and 5 are viewed by means of rule-based constraint schemata 
and are compared globally and locally (represented by H5-1 and H5-2). Detailed descriptions of 


































Figure 4. The influences of variables on forms and on the degree of style. 
 
The criteria for setting up this scale include the level of abstraction and the level of 
operation. The level of abstraction refers to the level of conceptual expression to which a variable 
is bound in a design process. A variable that is bound to one or two design units is considered 
local, whereas one that is bound to a group of design units is considered global. If a variable is 
bound to a local level, it will have an instant and direct effect on form, unlike that of one bound 
to a global level. This is because when a design moves on to details, some local variables will be 
applied and the design product will change accordingly. For the level of operation, it is claimed 
that if variable A is embedded within B (or the operation of B always involves the operation 
needed by A), then B is said to be less effective than A, for the result generated by B also 
includes the result of the operation of A. In other words, the more operators involved, the more 
the process will be vulnerable to the influence of forms. The scale for the degree of style in 
Figure 4 has been established by comparing both the levels of operation and abstraction to be 
attached among variables. The rationales about how forms are influenced and their resulting 
degree of style are explained in the following: 
 
1. The personal preferences of certain forms (H1) dominate the primitive geometries to 
be utilized. Thus, personal preference has a profound influence on forms. 
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2. The operation of utilizing a presolution model (H9) involves searching through the 
knowledge base to find one and apply. Because the use of presolution models will 
yield immediate solutions, and the action of imposing a particular form on a design 
product generates an immediate feature, this variable is an influential one. 
 
3. The selection of solutions (H2) is made by searching for and evaluating one or more 
constraints. The operators are to search through the knowledge base for a constraint, 
then to apply its rules for evaluating solutions. Because this variable needs an extra 
operator (evaluation) beyond that of H9, it is located to the left of H9. 
 
4. The operators of applying rules from local constraints (H5-2) include searching for a 
local constraint, retrieving its embedded rules, and employing rules one after another 
to generate a solution. Because this item of hypothesis involves more actions than H2, 
it is located to the left of H2 on the scale. 
 
5. In comparing global (H5-1) with local (H5-2) constraints, the results of global 
constraints can be changed by local constraints and are less effective than local ones. 
 
6. The choice of global constraints (H3) is assumed to occur when the original constraint 
schemata were developed in the knowledge base, which is the phenomena of learning. 
The needed operators include the development of selecting constraints externally, 
encoding and storing them into memory to establish the knowledge base (Chan, 1993) 
before they can be searched and applied. Also, the utilization of a particular constraint 
is determined by the nature of the design program (e.g., building type); therefore there 
are more operators and uncertainties  involved than just the consistent use of the 
constraints of H5-1 and H5-2. 
 
7. For the consistent ordering of goal sequences in the hypothesis H7, it only provides 
instructions for guiding the design process; thus it is the least effective variable of all. 
 
This conceptual scale explains that some variables impose more influence on forms than do 
others. It is possible that only a portion of the variables will be used in a design process. After 
more influential variables (direct factors) are applied, a higher degree of style is revealed on the 
resulting forms. This underscores the idea that both the quantity and the quality of variables will 
not only generate but also influence the expressiveness of a style. 
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The degree of style and the level of abstraction 
 
In a design process, a design work can arrive at any level of abstraction that relates to the 
degree of concept development. The degree of style also is in proportion to the level of 
abstraction achieved. For example, assume a design process consists of three major episodes: site 
planning, floor plan development, and elevation development. At the end of each episode, there 
will be certain levels of abstraction completed. Now, if the design terminates at the site-planning 
stage, producing a conceptual site solution but no floor plan or elevation drawing, then the design 
will address fewer constraints to solve only site problems. In this instance, fewer constraints or 
presolution models will be applied in the solution, and the solution will be a bit schematic. 
Accordingly, style at this level of abstraction will have fewer identifiable features. If a design 
progresses to more design episodes, however, a more detailed (concrete) and less abstract 
product is generated. Therefore, more design constraints and presolution models will be 
involved, and more choices will be exercised to generate more features. Because more features 
enrich the design product and lower the level of abstraction (more concrete), a stronger degree of 
a style will be expressed. 
 
Change of features 
 
Features can be classified into two groups, primitive and complex. A primitive feature 
refers to a primitive geometry. A complex feature is a combination of several primitive features 
generated by a series of processes. A primitive form may be modified later in the process and 
may not be visible in the final product. For example, the architect in this experiment always 
developed a design scenario while he was working on site development. A design scenario was a 
highly abstract solution with a primitive shape that integrated the considered global constraints 
and was used to determine the building form and mass. Once a design scenario was developed, 
the consecutive design activities would search for spatial arrangements that fit the scenario. 
However, if the search failed, the architect would modify the scenario to accommodate a new 
solution. In either case, the primitive forms were changed at the end of the process.  
 
Given another example, in design session 8, the architect's scenario was to develop a paved 
courtyard with rooms on three sides. The primitive building mass was a U shape with openings 
toward north. After the architect spent two hours in developing nine alternatives, he decided to 
change the scenario and the primitive form from the U to an L shape and to move the courtyard 
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to the upper right corner of the site to reach a solution. Thus, the shape changed. Also, a pitch 
roof had been used in all nine alternatives but was changed eventually to a flat roof in the final 
solution (the tenth one). These examples illustrate that a design shape, form, or scenario can be 
changed or modified at different design stages for generating an appropriate solution to the 
design context. This rationalizes why certain forms or features that occur at early design stages 
disappear in the final product. 
 
Change of style 
 
Humans as information-processing systems constitute a continuous system over a period of 
real time. This time factor makes it difficult to track the continuously changing behavior among 
individual systems. A possible way to understand what a continuous system would be is to 
approximate continuous processes by discrete events. In other words, to examine the changes 
made in different products at different times. It has been observed that a change of any of the 
design-process variables will change a style. For example, the change in Wright's style between 
the periods of 1889-1894 (Bootlegged Houses) and 1900-1910 (Prairie Houses) has been 
attributed to the change in Wright's personal preference for certain forms (Chan, 1992a).  
 
It is also true that the preference for certain design knowledge will change a style. For 
instance, in design session 8, the architect indicated that the use of open interior spaces was not a 
current feature of his professional practice. This is found in the following excerpt: 
 
"Sense of open interior spaces. I am not really dealing with that. Open interior spaces, this is sort of... 
they are asking for something that I haven't...I mean I used to, I had done some houses like that, very 
open interior spaces, but isn't...my current sort of bent is to simply discrete rooms. So, I am having a 
problem with that...sort of not a direction of doing things for the last ten years (1:29:23)." 
 
"I am just thinking of this house that I have done. That house (published in Architectural Record, 1976), 
I mean it was multifaceted, that space, it has views to all kinds of directions. It was spatially not 
contained, sort of went out into the landscape in all directions. That was a different kind of space that I 
was doing for some time. Although last year I actually built a swimming pool in addition for it, which is 
a very large, includes a lot of structural decks, and I actually built a same sort of idiom as the house.  But 
this kind of space, I don't like, It's sort of heading out every direction. It is not the kind of what I can do 
now. I don't have...It just isn't the sort of the kind of space that I am now doing (1:42:16)." 
 
"There is the spatial idea here that really is contrary to what my current sort of thinking is.  I've gotten 
into doing very distinct rooms.  Now sometimes they are one room open into another, but, but not the 
way I think these people want.  I have done this (open interior spaces notion) before, but it involved with 
the whole different vocabulary to what I am presently working with (1:50:39)." 
 
In this instance, the architect explained that his preference in spatial relationships is for 
discrete arrangements instead of the open interior spaces that he had used some ten years before. 
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Because of the change in design knowledge and preference, the design results show different 
characters (open versus closed spaces). These different characters are reflected in differing 
features from different periods of time, and the change of features, therefore, marked the change 
of a style. Hence, the change of style over time is possibly caused by the change in personal 
preferences on forms or presolution models, as well as by the change emerged in the contents of 
the design knowledge. 
 
Imitation of a style 
 
Oftentimes architectural critics use the terms of "Wright's style" and "Wrighten's style" to 
differentiate the design works done by Frank Lloyd Wright from those of his followers. 
Wrighten's style refers to a design work that has certain features of Wright's design vocabulary 
(Chan, 1992a). For example, if a designer composes a low hip roof, casement windows, a 
continuous band of sill, a copped terrace, and a watertable in a design, then the resulting work 
looks like Wright's Prairie House style. If the design also possesses a cruciform plan with living 
room in the south wing, dining room in the west wing, kitchen in the north wing, and the 
entrance lobby in the east wing with a blocky brick fireplace in the center, then it is even more 
like Wright's style. If the design has a wood structure with a 4'-6" module of the structure bay and 
a free-flow spatial arrangement (Chan, 1992a), then this design can be claimed to be almost 
exactly like Wright's style. Indeed, a designer's style can be imitated by applying the same set of 
features and the same set of design-process variables used by the designer. The more such 
features and variables are applied in a design, the stronger the style is expressed, and the design 
imitates the style more. 
 
Good or bad style 
 
As explained, style is the function of both common features and common factors. On the 
feature side, the characteristic context representing topological relationships among features 
could be used to judge a style, as suggested by Couclelis (1983). By the same token, the 
characteristic context also can be used as a benchmark to differentiate a bad style from good 
ones. For example, if the characteristic context violates architecturally functional requirements or 
if it expresses poor aesthetic values, the representative style is not a good one. 
 
On the other hand, because a style is driven by a common set of design-process variables, a 
good or bad style is judged by the quality of the attributes of those variables. For instance, a 
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design constraint schema may have some design rules that lead to bad solutions. Use of an 
inappropriate constraint at the wrong design stage may produce inadequate forms. Poor tastes in 
presolution models and geometries -- poor choices -- may result in a solution unsuitable to its 
context. A clumsy goal plan and goal order may consume more efforts in the design process. Any 
repetition of these variables could either generate repetitive features that are awkwardly 
presented in their relationships with other features or consume many unnecessary moves in the 
design process. 
 
In contrast, a good style consists of good choices of presolution models, constraints, 
geometries, appropriate rules in constraint schemata, and efficient goal plans. The repetition of 





The concept of identifying constant features that constitute an individual style can be 
applied to historic circumstances (historical style), to a school of designers in a particular place 
and at a particular time (group style), or to a particular region (vernacular style). The method 
involves sorting out the similarities and locating the identical features that represent the style. 
However, the notion of looking at the forces that generate those features to identify a historical, a 
group, or a vernacular style requires observing the forces that exist at different levels of 
operations. Because the features in these three classes of styles might have resulted from 
interweaving different variables at different dimensions, which are more complicated than the 
variables interacting in an individual style. 
 
As Schon (1983) has pointed out, there could be more variables than can be represented in 
a finite model. This is true for the design projects produced in professional practice, in that a 
design project in the real world may involve either a user, a group of users, an owner, or an 
institution other than the designer. An individual style could engage many variables in the design 
process. When a design involves a large-scale project, more variables will come into play to 
complicate the process. One may identify some obvious and important variables, such as those in 
this experiment, but may not be able to identify all of them. In order to understand more about 
the causes of style, various models other than the one developed in this research are needed. It 
also is obvious that to secure any conclusive evidence would require an expensive study of a 
large and representative group of subjects. 
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Among the various variables, some are stylistic while others are not. There are two criteria 
that should be used to determine the stylistic character of a variable: (1) a variable should be 
repeated from design to design; and (2) this variable should have a direct influence on final 
forms. The first criterion indicates that a variable must be used by the designer many times if it is 
to be considered a preferred variable in designs. This is similar to the concept indicated by 
Messick that "each individual has preferred ways of organizing all that he sees and remembers 
and thinks about. Consistent individual differences in these ways of organizing and processing 
information and experience have come to be called cognitive styles" (1976, pp. 4-5). 
 
However, some repetitious variables are not necessarily stylistic. They could be standard 
details used in a design; that is, the knowledge of standard details. Therefore, the second criterion 
comes into play. Only the variables that have the power to determine final form are stylistic. This 
is because the repetitious character of a variable cannot justify itself as a stylistic variable if its 
resulting form is modified by other variables. Judged on the basis of these two criteria, the 
stylistic variables discovered in this study are (1) presolution models, (2) the common set of 
global constraints, and (3) design rules in constraints. In particular, the constraints and the 
procedural knowledge (design rules) embedded in the constraints are the major influences in the 
formation of style. The invariant cognitive structure shown in Figure 2 could be another source of 
individual style, for it provides consistent procedures of operations. 
 
Concepts developed in this research construct a theoretical framework that a style derives 
from the cognitive system by which design information is processed. Inside the system there are 
cognitive mechanisms performing design activities. Because of the invariant contents, invariant 
sequences of processing, and invariant design knowledge utilized by these mechanisms, constant 
features are generated and are thus recognizable. The recognizability of a style is determined by 
the number of constant features present in the final form, but the cognitive mechanisms and their 
order of processing information provide the incentive for a style. 
 
Currently, the study of shape grammar stimulates some thoughts about the internal and 
applicable rules for generating a style. Shape grammars have been used to define languages of 
designs in response to an architectural style. According to Stiny, an architectural style is viewed 
as a language of designs defined by a shape grammar inferred from known examples of the style 
(Stiny, 1985). Shape grammars illustrate the basic idea that parts of shapes can be defined and 
changed recursively according to given spatial relations to generate some designs. 
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For instance, Koning and Eizenberg (1981) had created some examples to show that the 
shape grammars could test the rules generated by the grammarians to predict if they could 
generate valid new instances of a style. If they fail, it is possible that the grammar will 
differentiate the constrains and limitations between the rules and the style. On the other hand, the 
rules count for both similarities and differences in the structure and appearance of designs, 
therefore, the spatial relation in these rules and the sequences of rule applications can be 
transformed systematically by the change rules to produce new grammars defining new styles. 
Based on this theory, shape grammars could be a good tool used for precisely testing the rule 
operations applied from the knowledge base. However, it is difficult to judge whether the rules 
predicted by the grammarian would match those used by the style generators cogently to illustrate 
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